ANNUAL REPORT - SCHOOL ACADEMIC YEAR
2021-2O22
INTRODUCTION

“Learning gives creativity
Creativity leads to thinking
Thinking leads to knowledge
Knowledge makes you great”

Dr. A P J Abdul Kalam

St. Juliana’s Public School abides as a foundation that fabricates children’s strength
and celebrates their achievements, by recognizing their accomplishments, through the joy of
learning. SCINTILLATION 2022, highlights a vivid picture of the school and school affairs. It
scaffolds in developing the co-academic qualities of the students in various aspects. This
magazine provides a space to grant equal opportunities to exhibit their talents, creative
vision, critical thinking and innovative ideas.

WORKSHOPS AND WEBINARS - THROUGH A NEW FACE LIFT

The Covid 19 pandemic turned the entire academic programs, to take up a digital
platform in the year 2021- 2022. Thus, online learning has become a critical life line for
education, by shifting from face to face learning to online learning with all its hurdles, hiccups
and challenging difficulties. Thus, it was necessary to adopt the new teaching technology to
provide a better learning environment to our students. Hence, the school management under
the guidance of the Principal, Sr. Mercy John organized an orientation program for the
teachers to upgrade and update their teaching skills in a virtual classroom environment.

The virtual orientation programme for the staff was conducted by a prominent person,
Mr. Pradish Prasad, the founder of Phoenix Career and Softskill enhancement firm at Kochi
on 27th May 2021.

On May 31st a prayer service was conducted for the teachers.

THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2021 - 2022

On June 1st, all teachers welcomed the younger buds through the google meet with
zeal and enthusiasm. After the opening ceremony through the virtual platforms, an online
general body meeting and Class PTA was held. The renowned motivational speaker
Advocate Charly Paul had given a good message on topic ‘Be as we are parenting’ to all the
parents and a detailed discussion on online learning platform, WeBex were accompanied
under the guidance of Sr. Mercy John. Thus from June 2nd onwards regular online classes
commenced through WeBex platform for students from classes I to XII.

A SWAP TO E-LEARNING.
Right from the beginning, we created awareness among our children about the onslaught of
the virus, how it spreads, and preventive measures that they must adopt. Along with that, we
made it easy for our tiny tots to use the new virtual platforms too. Thus, for an effective
teaching learning experience our classes were conducted using WeBex platform along with
google classroom. To handle the classes productively, along with teachers a hosting staff
was also assigned. Hence by providing the resourceful method of learning we have
monitored our students frequently so that the pandemic will not hinder their academics.
CLUBS

‘The quality of life is determined by its activities’
Along with academic excellence multiple varieties of co-curricular activities must be
given to students to make learning joyful and productive. Thus for the current academic year
various co-curricular activities were held under different clubs to groom the mental, physical,
moral and social skills in co-scholastic areas.
●
●
●
●
●

Science
Maths
Social
Language (English, Malayalam, Hindi)
IT

In addition to these co-scholastic activities a presentation on various topics needs to
be presented by each student before the commencement of the class. This will develop a
skill to present themselves in the society, with confidence.
OBSERVANCE OF IMPORTANT DAYS THROUGH VIDEOS AND POSTERS.
Even in pandemic times insightful, informative videos and posters were shared to the
class groups to generate a strong awareness among the pupils on the observance of these
days.
SCHOOL PARLIAMENT ELECTION
A School Parliament provides an opportunity for students to be involved in school
governance and decision making through a group of democratically elected students who
represent the views of all students at the school. It makes an awareness in the students
about the parliamentary system and enables them to evaluate the current situation and to
behave with responsibility.

SCHOOL PARLIAMENT SENATE
School Captain - Deron Thomas T J (XI Commerce)
Vice-Captain - Faiha Fazaludheen (XI Computer Science)
Sports Captain - Ajohn Fernandez (XI Commerce)
Vice Sports Captain - Riza P Riyas (XI Bio maths)
THE UNIQUE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE STUDENTS.
●

Angel Dennis of Class XII A secured topmost rank in the competitive exam
conducted by Talent Spire. She was awarded with a cash prize of Rs 10,000 along
with a scholarship.

●
●

●
●
●
●

The students of Standard X secured first position in Edge Online training programme,
under the guidance of Ms. Dini.
Kumari Carol Grace Shanu and Kumari Michelle Bright Shanu bagged first and
second positions in Kumite, in Ernakulam District level competition conducted on
November 16, 2021.
Kumari Angel Wilfred successfully obtained sixth position in State level cycle race
competition.
Master Gautham M L and Glen Lawrence won second prize for UP Quiz competition.
Master Niranjan R Prabhu and Adarsh achieved Third position for the High School
Quiz competition conducted by Y’s Men’s Club of Cochin West.
Kumari Michelle Bright and Carol Grace of Class VI achieved Silver and Bronze
medal in Kerala State Karate Championship 2021 held on 11th December.

WORKSHOPS ATTENDED BY THE PRINCIPAL AND FACULTY.
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

July 6th our faculties Ms. Archana, Ms. Maggi, Ms. Neethu, Ms. Neema and Ms.
Mareena attended the launching ceremony of “Innovation Ambassador Training
Program” in collaboration with All India Council for Technical Education, Ministry of
Tribal Affairs, Ministry of Education and CBSE.
July 17 teachers attended an online session on the topic “Preparation of question
papers” by Professor George Kolancherry.
September 1st Ms. Maggy attended “School Innovation Ambassador Training
Program (SIATP).”
August 17 Ms. Neema, Ms. Neethu, Ms. Archana and Ms. Mareena attended a
training program organised by the Ministry of Education.
September 8th subject teachers of Standard Xth and XIIth attended a webinar
arranged by CKSC on the topic “MCQ Preparation.”
September 16th Ms. Reena and Ms. Divya attended a webinar on the topic “CBSE
Board exams Term I making effective MCQ in English Core” by renowned CBSE
master trainer, Ms. Ruchi Sengar.
October 18th, selected teachers of Grade VI to VIII and IX to X had attended a
webinar on the topic “TEST ITEM WRITING COURSE FOR TEACHERS OF
ENGLISH, MATHS AND SCIENCE” initiated by CBSE in association with British
Council on how to design and develop test items for assessments.

STUDENTS’ WEBINARS AND WORKSHOPS.
Besides excellence in academics, webinars and workshops were also provided for
the holistic development of the students.
●
●
●
●

17th June - “Excel in your studies” - by Mr. Anish Mohan for students of classes XI
and XII
21stJuly - Get Fit- by Ms. Ashna for students of Classes X to XII.
24th July - “Brain Game” - by Ms. Jesna Kuruvilla for Classes VII to XII.
30th July - orientation program regarding the various possibilities available after
higher secondary education by T.I.M.E. Institute for Science XI and XII students

●
●
●
●
●

7th August- , “Inception - The first step to Civil Service”- by Times of India in
association with ‘KAS MENTOR’ for the students of Classes VIII to X
13th August- Discovery School super league of Byju's App for the students of
Classes III to X
14th August - “Well-Being” - by Chandni Ravi, Deputy Director, Ernakulam Medical
Centre for students of Classes I to IV.
9th September - Entab presents, Rhythm and Beats in Youtube Live - Sreya M L
from Standard X and Sissily Sruthy from Standard XI participated.
11th and 12th September - “City and Country Name Quiz.”- for students from
Classes IV to XII participated.

PTA
Parents are the most strengthening catalyst in moulding the future of the students.
Their constant efforts and support empowers the school management to do the best even in
the surge of pandemic. Thus to improve the parental relationship with the teachers and the
management we often conduct meetings and discuss ways to improve the academic
performance of each student, specially focusing on students of Class X and XII. Our PTA
president Mr. Antony Jaishan, supported by nine executive members and various committee
members rendered their service for the smooth functioning of online and offline classes.
Furthermore, they have extended their helping hands by marking the zebra crossing lines in
front of the main entrance of the school campus highlighting their sincere dedication.

REPORT OF "HOTS OLYMPIAD"
On 29th February in connection with WIZIKLUB "International HOTS Olympiad” was
conducted virtually to focus on developing core aptitude and logical reasoning abilities in kids.
243 students registered for the prelims and 105 students received cash prize and were qualified
for the semifinals.

CONCLUSION
School is a place where both the teachers and students explore the world of
knowledge. St. Juliana’s Public School offers a wide platform to integrate their talents in
scholastic and co-scholastic areas.Even in the midst of Covid 19 Pandemic, we have
succeeded in providing qualitative and productive educational opportunities to excel in all
spheres of academics. So we hope that through the constant support of our staff and PTA
we would be able to illuminate the path of many younger buds.

